Abstract-In this paper, two critical issues, i.e., energy efficiency and throughput, are jointly considered for non-infrastructure based cognitive radio networks. We formulated a Mixed Integer Non-linear Programming (MINP) Problem to determine the power control and channel assignment so as to minimize energy consumption and simultaneously maximize the network throughput. Due to the NP-hard property of the MINP, the MINP is decomposed into IN! problems so that each problem can be distributedly and locally solved at each node. Furthermore, a Lagrangian Relaxation based Heuristic (LRH) was proposed to approximate the solution of each problem. In simulations, we perform LRH on five randomly generated networks to observe the influence of transmission power on the network throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increase of new wireless applications, available radio spectrum has become more and more scarce. In the current wireless networks, most of the available spectrum has been allocated to existing wireless communication systems. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) showed that the spectrum usage is inefficient due to the licensed spectrum only allowed to be used by the primary/licensed users [1] . Secondary/unlicensed users cannot use the licensed spectrum even though the licensed spectrum is unoccupied by the primary users.
In order to enhance the spectrum utilization, cognitive radio is presented in [2] . Unlike the traditional wireless communication systems, each unlicensed user in the cognitive radio network is allowed to sense and access the unoccupied spectrum [3] . Many researches have been proposed to maximize the network resource utilization (i.e., network throughput) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . A game theory based power control algorithm is presented in [4] to maximize the throughput of secondary users subject to interference temperature constraint. Wang et al. develop a Markov decision model to maximize arrival rate of secondary users under satisfying a collision probability threshold for primary users [5] [6] . In [7] , authors present two algorithms to seek a channel assignment schedule for each secondary user so that the network throughput is maximized. [8] investigates to find the optimal settings of the Corresponding author: Wei-Ho Chung (email: whc@citi.sinica.edu.tw). This work was supported by the National Science Council of Taiwan under Grant NSC lOO-2221-E-OOI-004.
cooperative spectrum sensing so as to maximize the sum of primary and secondary network throughput. A Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) based power control policy is presented in [9] . They jointly consider spectrum allocation and power control to avoid interference to primary users and simultaneously maximize network throughput.
A cognitive radio network is called non-infrastructure based cognitive radio network if there is no central controller (e.g. base station) in this network. One of the most critical issues in non-infrastructure based cognitive radio networks is to design a distributed scheme. A distributed cooperative multi-channel spectrum sensing scheme is presented for a non-infrastructure based cognitive radio system [10] . The presented scheme is performed round by round. In each round, each unlicensed user selects a set of channels and plays a coalitional game to maximize the number of available channels. Energy-efficiency also is a critical issue for cognitive radio networks. A part of researches investigate to devise an energy efficient routing protocol [11] [12] or adopt a game-theoretic perspective to handle power control problem in the cognitive radio networks [13] [14] [15] .
In this paper, we jointly consider energy efficiency and throughput to determine power control and channel assignment in the non-infrastructure based cognitive radio network. This problem is completely formulated as a Mixed Integer Non-linear Programming (MINP). Since the MINP is a NP-hard problem, we proposed a Lagrangian Relaxation based Heuristic (LRH) scheme to efficiently approximate the solution ofMINP. The LRH scheme is designed in a distributed manner so that each node can respectively perform LRH. This paper investigates the interaction between energy efficiency and throughput for non-infrastructure based cognitive radio networks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first describe the problem formulation in Section II. The problem decomposition and proposed LRH heuristic are described in the Section III and Section IV. The simulation results are conducted in Section V. Finally, the concluding remarks are made in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Given a secondary user network topology G(N,L), the goal of design is to determine transmission power and channel assignment so that the difference between the total network subject to:
We want to meet two objectives: minimizing the network energy usage while simultaneously maximizing the network resource utilization. Hence the objective function is designed as equation (3), where the first term is the network energy ratio consumption multiplied by constant a, the second term is the network throughput ratio multiplied by constant (I-a). The constant a is a tradeoff parameter. Constraint (4) requires an available channel cannot be assigned to two or more transmission links at each node, where the variable y~is I} limited as a binary value in Constraint (5). Constraint (6) maintains that the throughput on the link (iJ) with the associated channel h can be counted only if the value of Y~=1. Constraints (7-8) aim to allocate power for each node. Constraint (7) requires that the power allocated on each channel should greater than or equal to O. (9) is the throughput on the channel h of transmission link (iJ). For each available channel of a transmission link, the total throughput should less than or equal to the Shannon channel capacity.
Due to the NP-hard property of the MINP [17] , it is unlikely to obtain an exact global minimum solution in the reasonable computation time. In the next section, we decompose the MINP problem and present a Lagrangian Relaxation based Heuristic (LRH) to approximate the solution ofMINP.
III. LAGRANGIAN DUAL PROBLEM AND PROBLEM

DECOMPOSITION
Lagrangian relaxation is a successfully adopted method to relax complex constrains for a troublesome optimization problem [18] . Before using Lagrangian relaxation technique, we first decompose the Problem(MINP) into IN] problems with each corresponding node i. A problem with the corresponding node i is shown as follows. (3) (2) (1)
M:
B:
No:
a:
Thus, we define a link (iJ) is a transmission link if equation (2) is satisfied (i.e., a link (iJ) is a transmission link if the physical distance between node i and node) is less than or equal to the left hand side of equation (2)).
We formulate this problem as a Mixed Integer Non-linear Programming (MINP). The used notations in MINP are defined in the following.
Notation: N:
Set of cognitive nodes in the network.
L:
Set of transmission links in the network.
Pi m ax :
Maximum transmission power of node i. We assume that each node has the same maximum transmission power.
Set of neighbors of node i which can access channel h.
A node} is in the neighbor set of node i if there exists a transmission link between node} and node i.
Hi:
Set of available channels of node i. (1), the maximum transmission range was derived.
Decision variables:
Transmission power at node i on channel h. 
Sub-Problem 3:
The optimal value of the objective of the Sub-Problem 2 then is computed by equation (19) .
The goal of Sub-problem 3 is to decide variable Pi h • Since the second term of right hand side of equation (21) is a nonconvex function [19] , the optimal solution of Sub-problem 3 cannot be obtained easily. Hence, we develop a formulation to solve the lower bound of Sub-problem 3. The lower bound is derived by removing the term L P;gkJ ' which was as follows, kER] k*i,J subj ect to: Constraints (14-15). 
Sub-Problem 2:
subject to: Constraints (11) (12) and (14) (15) .
Further, we decompose the Problem(Dual_MINP-i) into three independent sub-problems:
Sub-Problem 1:
+ L L77;(T;jh -y~M)
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We will discuss the handling of the dependent terms in the later paragraph.
We adopt a Lagrangian relaxation technique to solve the Problem(MINP-i). We relax Constraints (13) and (16) to derive the Lagrangian dual problem, where Constraints (13) and (16) are multiplied by the Lagrangian multiplier n" and m~, approach, we could find the best P; so that the value of equation (22) is minimized. When all P; are found, we substitute them into equation (22) to obtain the solution of problem LowerBound_Sub-Problem 3.
IV. PROPOSED LRH AND PH ALGORITHMS
To solve the above dual problem Dual_MINP-i by a distributed manner, we present a Lagrangian Relaxation based Heuristic (LRH) algorithm. The LRH uses sub-gradient method to update the decision variables of the dual problem (i.e., the Lagrangian multipliers 11~and m~) so that the appromixmate
optimal solution of MINP-i can be obtained. The proposed LRH scheme is performed at each node i, which is shown in Figure 1 . Due to the constraints relaxation, the solution of the dual problem might be infeasible to the primary problem MINP-i. Hence we further propose a Primary Heuristic (PH) to search the feasible solution for the primary problem MINP-i. The PH scheme was described in Figure 2 .
A. LRH and PH Algorithms
In LRH, initially, we set the Lagrangian multiplier vectors 1J~= qJi~= 0 to generate a simple feasible initial solution. The current objective value (Ob}*) is set as equal to ap'?" . The 
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Thus, the lower bound formulation of Sub-problem 3 was as follows.
Dual_MINP-i becomes a real independent problem for each corresponding node i. A distributed algorithm is proposed to solve problem Dual_MINP-i in the next section.
To approximate the optimal solution of the LowerBound_Sub-Problem 3, for each channel heH; each neighbor } E~h is picked out one by one according to the distance between node i and node} from closer to farther. If there are two or more neighbors have the same distance, one is selected randomly. Once a neighbor} is picked out, the value of Before solving the Problem(P 1), since~jh has been known from Sub-problem 2, we transform the Constraint (16) into a linear form r; r;
where the pZ is obtained through local information exchange with two-hop neighbors. If the pZ is unknown (i.e., the value of pZ is not obtained yet through local information exchange), the value of pZ is set as o. When all two-hop neighbors' information is collected completely, the true upper bound of MINP-i is obtained. The details distributed implementation is described in the subsection B. Due to the constraint (16) has been transformed into a linear form (i.e., eq. (23)), the Problem(Pl) is solved by interior point method [20] . If Constraint (11) is not satisfied (see line 11 of PH), we examine each neighbor }ENE(i). NE(i) represents the set of neighbors of node i. If there are two neighbor nodes using the same channel to connect with node i, one of the two neighbors use other available channel to carry data rate so that the Constraint (11) [21] . The LRH is performed on each node until new local information is not received again.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In LRH, the setting of parameters includes Maxlteration = 100, MaxAge = 10,~=1000, and M=B. We randomly distribute 10, IS, 20, 2S, and 30 cognitive radio nodes in a SOxSOm 2 area. We set the maximum transmission range of each node as ISm, the SNR threshold (J is 10 dB, the path loss index A=4, and each channel has the same bandwidth B=SO MHz. Thus, through equation (2), the maximum transmission power at each node is S. 06xl0   5N oB. There exists a transmission link between any two nodes if the physical distance between them is less than or equal to ISm. We assume the overall number of frequency channels is 1N]*0.4 at each node. The available channels at each node are randomly selected from the 1N]*0.4 frequency channels.
When LRH terminates, the energy consumption ratio (i.e., 3(a-c), respectively. As shown in Figure 3 , for each randomly generated network, the values of energy consumption ratio and network throughput ratio decrease with the increase of the value of a (Alpha). The results conform to the design of objective function (i.e., eq. (3)). With the increase in the number of nodes, the speed of the reduction in energy consumption ratio or network throughput ratio also increases. These results indicate that the value of a is increasingly sensitive (i.e., the relation between energy consumption ratio and network throughput ratio is increasingly sensitive) with the increase in the size of the network. In Figure 3 (c), we divide the network throughput by energy consumption to observe the increased amount of network throughput per unit increase in energy consumption. In this paper, we proposed a Lagrangian Relaxation based Heuristic (LRH) to distributedly determine power allocation and channel assignment in the cognitive radio network so as to minimize the network energy consumption and simultaneously maximize network throughput. The proposed LRH scheme has been performed on five randomly generated networks with different size in a 50x50m 2 area. The interesting relationship between power consumption and throughput in cognitive radio network was presented.
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When the value of denominator (i.e., energy consumption) equals to 0, we do not draw it in the figure. Through Figure 3(c) , we discover that the gain between energy and throughput increases with the increase of the value of a. However, when the value of a exceeds a threshold, the value of network energy consumption becomes O. Thus, the best balanced operating point between energy and throughput in each network can be found by gradually increasing the value of a with a small interval. For example, as shown in Figure 3( 
